The second annual meeting of the CPE TC was held on December 30th. The main themes discussed were how to infuse new energy and enthusiasm into the committee, engage more members, and reward them for their participation. Specifically, it was decided to create a Google Sheet containing all member information and potential interests in society activities. The questions included: "Are you an IEEE Member? (Y/N)", "Are you a CTSoc Member? (Y/N)", ", " of CTSoc Conferences attended in the last 2 years", ", " of Papers submitted to CTSoc Conferences/Journals", "Topics of interest", "Are you interested in a Liaison position? If yes, which one?", "Are you interested in giving a technical talk? If yes, on which topic?", "Are you interested in organizing a special session? If yes, for which conference?", "Any suggestions to make CPE TC more engaging and fruitful?", and "Would you like to volunteer to support the IEEE CTSoc conference in 2024? If yes, what role? For which conference?".